Atmospheric environments

Usage guide

Areas far inland

Inland other than far inland

Areas influenced by coastal salts

BEGINS between 100-400 metres from the coast. May extend inland depending on local conditions

Off shore and within 100-400 metres from the coast. May extend inland depending on local conditions

Geothermal

ISO Category 1-2

ISO Category 2

ISO Category 3

ISO Category 4

ISO Category 5

Mild

Moderate

Marine

Severe marine

Very severe

AlumiGard™

MagnaFlow™

ZinaCore™

Buildings with exposure to corrosive chemicals such as airports, gas stations, fertiliser or dairy factories may require the ColorCote ‘X’ paint system to ensure roof or cladding is protected from chemicals in the environment. Please contact ColorCote for a recommendation if you are unsure which paint system is required.

These are general guidelines only. Building location, design & aspect need to be taken into account. Go online to colorcote.co.nz to check which product will be warranted.

*To ensure warranty will be given, check with ColorCote before using in these areas.